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WELCOME
What a great month February is, Pancake day = Food – Valentine day = Romance – Night Score Cup
= Fitness – it was really popular this year and fun was had as you can read from the reports. Running
at night with just a headlight and seeing just a small portion in front of you really does sharpen your
focus both on the map and on the ground. If you have never tried it please do you will be surprised at
how good it makes you feel when you hit the control spot on.
Well done to Hanna Mather for winning at the Midland Champs a super result, both Hanna and
brother Ben are steaming ahead and I am sure we will see lots more podium places from them in the
near future. On page 10 we have the winners of our Winter Series where this year it seems GIRLS
RULE makes a nice change guys and I am sure we can keep it up, so watch out. Our Spring Series
starts early April so get the dates in your diary.
Page 11 gives you a chance to win a stupendous prize in our competition and Dippy has sent an
interesting report from NZ on page 12 so happy reading.
We now have a few EMOAs under our belt and LOG are already showing we are a club to be reckoned
with so join us on a Sunday - its good O ing and we always do a dog hanging in a pub after.
Remember ‘ What the mind believes - the body achieves’
Cheers Ed
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CHAIRMANS PIECE

Next weekend sees us launch our 2015 assault on the CompassSport Trophy, with a tough
regional round at Sherwood Pines. Having qualified four times out of the last five years, we’re
now enjoying a golden period in the club’s history in this competition, but this will probably be
the most difficult challenge for us in these recent times. There are 7 clubs in the heat and
EPOC are probably the favourites, having been consistently strong at the last few CSTs and,
in our four trips to the final, they’ve finished ahead of us every time. However, we have
probably as strong a team as we can put out and, if everyone has a good run, we’ll certainly
be in the mix. Our local rivals, HALO, will also be there, so that’s always an incentive to put in
a good performance!
On the local stage, another successful Night Score Cup series has come to a conclusion and
nearly 50 runners took part across the five races this year. A few new faces were present and
it’s good to see the likes of Marcus Lancastle, a runner with the Lincoln & District group, join
the club on the back of this and the winter series. I’d also like to welcome Mark Hebden, from
Sleaford, and Sam Luscombe, a previous member with the RAFO cadets, as new members to
the club.
The spring series kicks off in a few weeks time and makes the most of our woodland areas,
before the seasonal undergrowth takes a hold, and it’ll be great to see you all out there. My
thanks to all the planners, ahead of their efforts, as without them we just wouldn’t have
courses to enjoy! Finally, good luck to all the LOG runners at the JK festival at Easter. We
have four relay teams entered this year and it’s great to see the Bellety, Swinbourne and
Williams’ families all to the fore here.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBER’S
MARCUS LANCASTLE
MARK HEBDEN
SAM LUSCOMBE
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Night Score 2015
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Race reports
Londonthorpe 17th Jan

By Amanda Roberts

Third time lucky I thought, it was all in the diary for our inaugural event at Morkery Woods.
However, once again it was not to be and we were back at Londonthorpe Woods in January for
the second year running. The main difference being that this year we had a lovely cold but bright
and sunny day - last year we were up to our knees in mud and it rained from start to finish.
Thickets were the control feature of the day - several comments were made at the start! There is
a definite lack of other features such as knolls, ditches, pits, etc in the area and I was keen to
avoid using the same controls as last year. There has been quite a bit of undergrowth clearance
in the area so many vegetation boundaries have become indistinct and 'thicket' seemed to be a
more accurate description.
It was great to see some new faces turn up for the event and some of our newer members
turning up for another go. I apologize to those who had to wait for recycled maps and would like
to thank those who kindly passed maps back to the start. Congratulations go to the course
winners Paul, Monty and Jacob and special note should be made of Ben Mather's excellent run on
his first Long Course.

Belton

31st Jan

By Ben Mather

When John plans an event you can guarantee bad weather so it was no surprise that on son
Ben’s inaugural event it was snowing – that didn’t deter 38 orienteers from braving the cold.
Competitors had good route choice mostly either grotty forest or deep mud, there were some
sneaky little legs. The amount of discussion afterwards was proof enough that the three
courses had been well set. Well done Ben . ED
Winners were
Short
- Pete Watson
Medium - Hugh Lachlan
Long
- Paul Murgatroyd
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South Common Night Score Cup 5th Feb
By Kev Rice
The honour fell to me to plan the first night score event of 2015 at
Lincoln’s South Common and despite a miserable day the evening sky
cleared and we were treated to a cold crisp evening ideal for orienteering
by torch light!
I know South Common well as I usually take part in the annual
cross country running event organised by RAF Waddington every winter.
I think it certainly helps the planning of an event if you have a good knowledge of the area or
even better competed in an O event there.
As South Common is an open and relatively compact area I had to site controls in all four corners
to ensure the likes of Liam, Paul and Tom had to crack on to bag all twenty five controls.
My outline plan was to site a healthy percentage of the controls in the lowland central area
to help all competitor achieve a decent score and inspire them to compete in the full series of five
night score events, it’s certainly different style of Orienteering and the new breed of LED head
torches are brilliant!
We had an excellent entry of 27 competitors and well done to all especially Liam and
Amanda who bagged first male and female respectively, also well done to youngsters Ben and
Hannah Mather. Only four Orienteer’s incurred minor time penalties and even Alain Le Page

Hartsholme Night Score Cup 12th Feb
By Paul Murgatroyd
This area has been challenging for the night orienteer ever since we expanded it to
include the old Swanholme area, used for the first time in the dim and distant days of
the Lincoln City Long O, part of the 2009 Bomber weekend. When we initially started
the NSC, we used to just have the Hartsholme part, and nearly every runner made it
round the 25 controls in under 45 minutes, so the overall challenge was definitely
lacking. The added distance, change of terrain type and the fact that the network of lakes in the Swanholme
area makes straight line running impossible, means that time management and route planning becomes very
important.
I wanted to use a couple of control site on the extremities of the area, which we’d never used before, and this
certainly tempted a good deal of people into adding a lot of distance, for not much gain. Tactically, you
could have stayed in the central Hartsholme belt and score well, as Andy Furnell showed with his best result
of the series, but many runners decided to have a bit of a tour of the southern region and came a cropper
because of this. Alain Le Page, for instance, decided to go for an hour’s run and came in well after the
control collectors had started on their rounds! In the end, the vast majority of orienteers got their worst score
of the series at this event and relied on running a fifth round to drop this score from their final total. The
winner of the race, Liam Harrington, only scored 90 points on the evening, and was still 7 controls away
from the maximum. 8 runners came in over time, over a third of the entrants for the event, and showed how
much of a sting in the tail this delightful area has...
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Lincoln North Night Score Cup 19th Feb
By Hayley Fox

I was quite keen to plan the Lincoln north event. I’ve lived up in the area
before and been training around the area for far too many years so
thought I’d have a good basis to start planning from. However, it is
surprising what you find when you start planning an event. The area was great to plan on and
the problem wasn’t where to put controls, but where to not put controls. I set myself the
challenge to spread the control sites so all participants would have to think a little bit tactically
whilst still allowing others to achieve competitive scores. After a bit of promotion at the athletic
club I was also hopeful for some newcomers at the event. After a successful running of the
event: all participants and all si boxes safely returned the results were in. Twenty-six competitors
took part and scores ranged from 30 points to 120 with Paul and Liam sharing the top of the
table.

Birchwood Night Score Cup 26th Feb
By Amanda Roberts

My aim when planning this event was to ensure the top runners would have to work really hard to
get 125 points and also that with careful planning the less speedy of our members could rack up a
good score. Hayley had already done a good job the week before by placing one control at the
far reaches of her map area - even Paul said he wasn't going all the way down the hill onto West
Common for one control!
Close to the start there are lots of areas of housing with alleyways that provide route choice and
interesting navigation without having to cover too much ground. Further from the start I tried to
space the controls further apart with several route choices to challenge the speedier competitors.
There was also the opportunity to sneak round Hartsholme Lake as a route choice right at the
edge of the map - I was glad to hear some took this option. I had placed a couple of controls in
the wooded area to the west for a bit of off-road navigation however, listening to comments
afterwards I don't think many braved this route.
The most controls visited was 23 and the least was 11. I was pleased with the event because
most competitors visited over half of the controls so had the opportunity to put a good score on
the series table. Congratulations to Brian Ward who took the top spot on the day.
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West Common Night Score Cup 5th March

By Tom George

LOG's final event of the 2015 Winter Series brought 26 runners together across a mixture of
urban and off - road orienteering around West Common/ West End. Great to see an excellent
turn out again and as a club we would also like to thank Carholme Golf Club for allowing us to
utilise their facilities and putting on refreshments.
The results are as follows: Liam Harrington came in 3rd place on the night with 22 controls and
4 seconds over the cut off time, perhaps a quick dip in the pond on the golf course was not
tactically a good idea ... in future stick to the dry land fella !! In second place Philip Johnston Davis also managed 22 controls with ample amount of time to spare. Finally the man who
needs no introduction, Paul 'Murgers' Murgatroyd ... who managed all 25 controls leaving
himself 26 seconds before the cut of time, standard!
Overall it has been another great series and is fantastic to see some new faces appearing at
these events, oh and some 'woodwork' orienteers too.

Congratulations to the Series
winners:
Paul Murgatroyd
Tanya Taylor
Andrew Ridgway
Ben Mather
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DATE

VENUE

CLUB

April 9 th

Grimsthorpe

LOG

April 16 th

Ostlers

LOG

April 23 rd

Harlaxton

LOG

April 30 th

Riseholme

LOG

May 7 th

Stoke Rochford

LOG

EMOA

DATE

VENUE

CLUB

28/03/2015

Gedling Park

NOC

29/03/2015

DATE

VENUE

CLUB

01/03/2015

Ratby

LEI

08/03/15

Kedleston

DVO

26/04/15

Cromford Moor

DVO

D

Hope to see you at

Knapton Wood HALO

B

COMPASS SPORT

12/04/2015

Clumber

NOC

C

04/05/2015

Newark

NOC

C

16/05/2015

Hull Uni

HALO

C

17/05/2015

Hull Old Town HALO

B
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BEN MATHER
Orienteer of the series

HANNA MATHER
W10 Midlands Champion

Charlotte Fox
With her prize
for 2nd in the
W12 Oxford

At Haywood Warren I went on the
course 14 and because I am a w10,
I was going agents girls that where
8 9 10 year olds .Control 1 was really
hard because it was in a bush. But I
caught up with the time and I won
w10 midlands champ .Even though I
came 3rd place, in the end the two in
front of me did not count, in the
Midlands.
BY HANNAH.
Age 8

City Race

Winners of Winter Series
Short

- Hazel Williams

Medium - Jo Nell
Long

- Tanya Taylor

GO GIRLS GO
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Competition Page
Answer to last competition was ‘Riseholme’

Liam Harrington won this
wonderful prize by naming
where the control was. He will
pick up the keys next week.
Thanks also to Kev Rice and
Amanda Roberts and all the
others for their entries.

Where is this LOG location and what is missing?

Answers to Ed at annegibbs@logonline.org.uk
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Confession of a Feral

By Ally ‘Dippy’ Wright – A LOGger Abroad

The first few days of ‘work’ in NZ this season was an hour’s presentation at the national Land SAR
conference at Hamner Springs. The presentation was a joint venture with my boss talking about the
Milford Emergency Response Team for which I am the first, and only Team Leader. Attending the
conference in tow of the boss I was expecting to have to sit through many lectures over the few
days. Already I had highlighted a couple I had wanted to see about big helicopters and search dogs
– neither particularly useful to my role I admit. However when we pulled up at the event area my
boss quickly exclaimed “Feral’s, look at them everywhere”. “What’s a feral?” I cautiously asked.
From my perspective it looked like a group of orienteers. “Oh those fleecy kind with holey leggings,
khaki shorts and wild hair”, I looked down at myself in a panic -phew it was a jeans day. But looking
around this also seemed to fit in with what those were
wearing around me. The boss didn’t appear to notice, and if
he did he didn’t mention it. Once the presentation was done
the boss was keen to avoid contact with the ferals as much as
possible, and still wanting to make a good impression despite
wanting to see the search dogs I left the ‘Feral’s’ behind and
went to the Hot Pools where at least in their swim wear the
ferals were more disguised.
Orienteers historically have not been known for their fashion
sense. LOG five years ago tried to change this with introducing
the ‘tricolour rule’ for its members, as a result purple made a
huge impression on not only Logger’s wardrobes but also their
household appliances, stationary, and cars. However as a
strong enforcer of this rule I feel I have been hypocritical and
let the side down.
I do have a fair few key purple items for events/ training, but the general sporty outdoors side of
my wardrobe has changed little in the last 17yrs. This probably means that from the age of 14yrs I
have been stunted! Not only has fashion changed in this time but so have the fabrics that are now
used. Since arriving last year in New Zealand I have discovered ‘merino’ an expensive wool material
that not only keeps you warm, cool, and smelling nice but dries quickly too. Something the gear I
got years ago said it did but never proved.
In Fiordland where I am currently based the weather can be harsh and change rapidly and wearing
appropriate clothing is important. This has meant the investment had to be made in a few merino
garments...sadly I can’t afford to replace the whole wardrobe.
When I am out hiking I am still going to have to live out my ferel clothes for a while yet. When I
come home I promise though to leave the feral items behind – partly because I have 23kg limit.
I will endeavour to deferral myself and be a true example within LOG. I am a believer that if we can
shake that ‘feral’ image and make it look more ‘hip’ then we may just be able to encourage more
people to sign up to our sport.
Though I would be very surprised if there wasn’t a bit of feral hidden inside us all.
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Lincoln Orienteering Group Executive Committee Meeting - 29 January 2015
Present: Paul, Sean, Anne, Geoff, John, Amanda, Liam, Clare, Hayley, Tom, Ian, Trudy.
Apologies for Absence: Michael, Jo.
Approval of Minutes of Meeting on 11 December 2014: Agreed.
Matters Arising:
2/6. A date for a meeting between LOG, LEI and the FC was still to be set.
15. AR to send list of lapsed members to PM, SH, LH, AG and take off members email list.
Treasurer’s Report: The committee agreed the report. The Winter Series numbers had increased was now making
some profit. TG to submit Facebook campaign claim to HF, with breakdown for each event. The last payment for
Badaguish would be due Mar/Apr. The group for WOC 2015 was now up to the full 24.
EMOA Report: The next Regional Training Day would be 31 Oct 15. Paul Beresford, the EMOA Fixtures Secretary
wished to stand down at the AGM, a new volunteer was needed. PM needed to submit Level C fixtures for 2016 to
EMOA by Mar15. AR to confirm to NOC that LOG could help with The Peter Palmer Relays 2016, if held at
Walesby. PM to speak to JB re possibility of holding JIRCs Relays 2018 at Stoke Rochford. Clubs were reminded
that all Planners (incl Level D) needed to attend an Event Safety Course unless mentored. Planners were reminded to
read the Road Safety Policy, especially with regard to Under 16’s. EMOA League Presentations to be held at Ratby
1/3/15.
Winter Series: The last few events had been well attended. The Facebook advertising had gathered pace as more
’likes’ were posted. The new Medium course had been popular. Trophies for each course and Orienteer of Series.
CST & YBT Qualifiers: LH to email members about CST qualifier at Sherwood Pines 15 Mar 15. It was a tough
draw so all club members were encouraged to support the club. The YBT qualifier would be at Cromford 26 Apr 15,
JM was coordinating team entry.
Night Score Cup - Preview: Planners were asked to attend the event before theirs to collect ‘O’ kit. Refreshments
would be available in the Golf Clubhouse for the final event at West Common. Best 4 events to count, planner’s
joker, 45mins, 25 controls. Registration 6.30-7pm, start 7.15pm. SH to bring club dibbers and float. HF also hoping
to organise mini event for running club at Yarborough within Sports Grounds. Due to the nature of the NSC events it
was decided that U16’s could run at S Common and Hartsholme but would only be able to compete in the other events
if accompanied by an adult.
Spring Series & LUL: 9/4 Grimsthorpe Castle, 16/4 Ostler’s Plantation, 23/4 Harlaxton, 30/4 Riseholme, 7/5 Stoke
Rochford, 14/5 South Common. Short, Long and Tech courses. 21/5 Spring Cup Relays at Lincoln University.
Lincs Urban League (LUL) - 11/6 Horncastle (GG), 18/6 Kirton Lindsey (HALO), 25/6 Sleaford (SH), 2/7 TBC
(HALO), 4/7 Skegness (CH?), 11/7 Bottesford (HALO). Short (to fulfil junior course requirements for U16‘s),
Medium and Long Courses. PM to email for volunteer planners.
Clubmark: Data Protection - AR to review constitution re data protection. Child Protection - CH to look at courses
available. AR to give details of junior specific membership/entry fees and BOF affiliation number to ID. Event
Safety Course - could members who have attended the Event Safety Course please inform ID and send a copy of
certificate if possible.
WOC Update: There will be a briefing at a date tbc for all WOC Helpers. An extra day had been added to the WOC
program on Fri 31 Jul 15. PM to email WOC Helpers asking them to look at the program and indicate how they
would be traveling and expected arrival times.
Publicity - Facebook Campaign: TG still needed some good family participation photos to improve the advert. TG
suggested an up front payment to help cover the costs of the next Facebook campaign for the Spring Series, a sum of
£7 per event was suggested as a start. AR to produce modified registration form for newcomers with a question on
how they had heard of the club, SH to forward original document.

Date of Next Meeting: Thursday 12 March 2015, at about
13 8.00 pm at the Golden Eagle, Lincoln.

SH
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Salut,
I'm just back from an orienteering compétition in the
south of Brittany: Forêt de camors.
Do you know I'm thinking of log regularly?! I started
real orienteering with you. You were what i prefer in
Lincoln !
Do you know i did the UTMB (Ultra Trail du Mont
Blanc!) last august with the log shirt !!! Purple colour
! The proof with the first picture. (It was Switzerland-km 120)
Every things alright in my life. I hope you alright as
well.
Jeanne G,the Frenchy
Maybe I will see you for 6 days in GB (Scotlands or
Wales)...during my holiday !

Keep up to date with LOG with
Facebook – Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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